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a b s t r a c t
The designers of a new coordination interface enacting complex workflows have to tackle a dichotomy:
choosing a language-independent or language-dependent approach. Language-independent approaches
decouple workflow models from the host code’s business logic and advocate portability. Languagedependent approaches foster flexibility and performance by adopting the same host language for
business and coordination code. Jupyter Notebooks, with their capability to describe both imperative
and declarative code in a unique format, allow taking the best of the two approaches, maintaining a
clear separation between application and coordination layers but still providing a unified interface to
both aspects. We advocate the Jupyter Notebooks’ potential to express complex distributed workflows,
identifying the general requirements for a Jupyter-based Workflow Management System (WMS) and
introducing a proof-of-concept portable implementation working on hybrid Cloud-HPC infrastructures.
As a byproduct, we extended the vanilla IPython kernel with workflow-based parallel and distributed
execution capabilities. The proposed Jupyter-workflow (Jw) system is evaluated on common scenarios
for High Performance Computing (HPC) and Cloud, showing its potential in lowering the barriers
between prototypical Notebooks and production-ready implementations.
© 2021 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Jupyter Notebook’s capability to unify imperative code and
declarative metadata in a unique format puts them halfway between the two classes of tools commonly used for workflow
modeling: high-level coordination languages and low-level distributed computing libraries. Also, Jupyter Notebooks come with
a feature-rich, user-friendly web interface out-of-the-box, making
them far more accessible for domain experts than the SSH-based
remote shells commonly exposed by HPC facilities worldwide.
Nevertheless, bare Jupyter Notebooks are unsuitable for both
complex workflow modeling and large-scale executions. Indeed,
the standard execution flow of Notebook cells is purely sequential, with all cells running on a single kernel instance and sharing
a global program state. Furthermore, the standard transport layer,
based on ZeroMQ, requires a bidirectional TCP connection between the frontend web server and the backend workers, an
unlikely scenario in air-gapped data centers.
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: iacopo.colonnelli@unito.it (I. Colonnelli).
1 HPC Key Technologies and Tools (HPC-KTT) national laboratory, CINI, Italy
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This work explores the Jupyter Notebook’s potential to express
complex workflows and coordinate their distributed execution
on top of hybrid Cloud-HPC infrastructures. From the application
perspective, we envision Jupyter Notebook as the first representative of a new class of interfaces to foster both portability
and performance, mapping the Notebook cells to workflow steps
to Cloud and HPC resources. This second passage leverages the
existing state-of-the-art tools for both Cloud (e.g., Kubernetes
and Dockers) and HPC (e.g., Slurm, PBS, and Singularity), inheriting their performance and portability. From the computational perspective, we extend the Jupyter Notebook kernel to
support parallel and distributed execution of the Notebook cells,
where a cell can drive the execution of a legacy parallel code,
e.g., a Fortran+MPI application. Under the pressure of AI and
data-driven applications, HPC systems will need to integrate with
Cloud services and productivity-oriented software packages typical of these application domains. The challenge is to design an
integration that supports productivity and portability without
sacrificing HPC systems’ performance.
This work improves the state of the art in two ways. First, we
advocate a general methodology to transform the sequential execution model of a standard computational notebook into a global
(parallel and distributed) one, general enough to express data and
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task parallelism. The global execution model is formally described
in such a way to prove sequential equivalence, and therefore
not jeopardize determinism and reproducibility. Concurrency is
introduced in the Notebook by way of annotations in the cell’s
metadata.
Second, we introduce Jupyter-workflow (Jw), a novel Workflow
Management System targeting Cloud-HPC infrastructures, with
extends the Jupyter software stack to implement the proposed
methodology. We experiment Jw for both expressivity and performance on four real-world pipelines from different scientific
domains and different execution platforms (HPC and Cloud).
Notice that Jw is neither about running Jupyter on a remote
platform nor using Jupyter as an interface to access a remote
machine to run a third-party workflow. It is a workflow programming model for Notebooks, which are not as expressive as
language-dependent workflows (e.g., iteration among cells and
dynamic generation of new cells is not supported), but are the
most used tools for interactive data analysis, which is destined to
meet HPC.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to analyzing the related work, while Section 3 introduces the proposed
methodology. After that, Section 4 describes the logical architecture and the software stack’s implementation details, which is
then evaluated on four real scientific workloads in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the article and outlines future research
directions.

to enhance portability and reproducibility and reduce the learning effort. Nevertheless, the actual effectiveness of a coordination
standard is strictly related to its market adoption.
A strict separation of concerns is beneficial when workflows
involve calls to third-party libraries or well-separated components of a software suite developed and maintained by thirdparty contributors. Conversely, it is not particularly suited for
situations requiring co-design of different portions of a program
or when the best granularity of steps is not clear in advance,
e.g., when developing an entire application from scratch. Lowlevel distributed libraries, like PyCOMPSs [15], Ray [16], Dask [16],
and Parsl [17], provide additional flexibility by modeling tasks
and their dependencies directly in the host code. These systems allow users to parallelize existing sequential applications
by identifying and annotating functions that should be executed
as asynchronous parallel tasks. Asynchronicity is typically implemented with the futures paradigm [18]: an annotated function
immediately returns a future object that can be passed as an
argument to another annotated function. The workflow model,
typically a layered dataflow model [19], is automatically built
just-in-time by the runtime layer of the framework. Each annotated function invocation is a step of the workflow, and if it
receives in input a future from another invocation, then there is
a dependency between the two. This approach allows programmers to express concurrency at a much finer grain, well-fitting
applications with low latency or high throughput requirements,
but its higher complexity makes it better suited to computer
scientists rather than domain experts. Moreover, libraries of this
kind usually assume the existence of a shared data space and do
not support file transfers between compute units (PyCOMPSs is
an exception).
Several tools adopt a similar idea for the automatic collection
of provenance data from scripts. For instance, yesWorkflow [20]
allows users to insert special, language-independent comments
in a script to explicitly describe the data flow. Its interpreter can
then rely on such comments to generate a dataflow representation of the script. Similarly, RDataTracker [21] allows users to
initialize and store automatic provenance collection for a portion
of an R script by explicitly calling its APIs, possibly relying on
more advanced functions to manipulate the output. The W2Share
approach [22] takes a step further, trying to (semi-)automatically
derive Taverna executable workflows from abstract representations extracted by yesWorkflow. However, the amount of human
intervention required in each phase is still significant. The main
drawback of these approaches is that provenance extraction logics are interleaved with business code, reducing readability and
maintainability.
Other tools, such as noWorkflow [23], adopt a fully automatic strategy by extracting the data flow from a static analysis
of the Python code’s Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). Analogously,
Baranowski et al. [24] explore the AST of Ruby scripts targeting
GridSpace execution environment [25] to extract workflow models. The CXXR project [26] extends the R interpreter to automatically retrieve provenance data, while the LLVM-SPADE stack [27]
augments binaries with provenance tracking logics at compile
time. These approaches guarantee great flexibility in extracting
the data flow and the environment state at any given time. However, it is difficult to properly set the granularity of retrieved information while operating at such a low and application-agnostic
level. In addition, these solutions only target a single language
and quite often only a specific version of it.
Due to the variety of proposals, no standard metrics exist
to compare the different WMSs, and no silver-bullet solution
has emerged so far. In [28], a holistic evaluation is suggested
in terms of setup and deployment, workflow implementation
and execution, and data management. As in other comparisons,
e.g. [29], only a restricted subset of systems is considered.

2. Related work
2.1. Workflow management systems
The workflow abstraction is widely used to model and implement complex applications, both in scientific and industrial
domains, with a twofold advantage. Firstly, an explicit representation of true data dependencies among different steps, usually
as the directed arcs of an acyclic graph, allows for an efficient
distributed execution that reduces time-to-solution. Additionally, the strong decoupling between the application layer and
the underlying computing architecture improves portability and
reproducibility.
In this context, a Workflow Management System (WMS) is
the high-level interface between the domain specialist and a
set of execution infrastructures, ranging from a single desktop
machine to an entire data center. The WMS landscape is very
variegated, and the workflow modeling paradigms exposed to
the users differ from one product to another, either focusing on
generality and ease of use or privileging flexibility at the cost of
increased complexity.
Many WMSs on the market, like Apache Taverna [1], Pegasus [2], Snakemake [3], Makeflow [4], and Nextflow [5], implement a strict separation of concerns between coordination and
application layers. In this setting, the workflow graph is described
with a dedicated, domain-specific coordination language. Each
step can be specified in a host language of choice, usually a
general-purpose programming language such as C++, Python, or
R [6].
An intrinsic separation of concerns undoubtedly enhances
the level of abstraction, with essential benefits in maintainability. Nevertheless, it introduces an additional (usually productspecific) coordination formalism that users must learn. This is
why some products such as Galaxy [7], Kepler [8], and Knime [9],
prefer to hide or replace the coordination language with a higherlevel Graphical User Interface (GUI), trading off flexibility in favor
of simplicity. Alternatively, other WMSs, e.g., CWL-Airflow [10],
Toil [11], and StreamFlow [12], introduce support for productagnostic coordination languages, such as CWL [13] or YAWL [14],
283
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As traditional WMSs, our approach decouples coordination
logic (metadata) from application code (cells). No annotations or
directives are required in the host code, ensuring portability and
avoiding technology lock-in. In addition, metadata are also used
to provide a description of the target infrastructure(s), which is
then stored together with host and coordination codes for the
benefit of reproducibility.
2.2. Workflows with Jupyter
The terms Jupyter Notebook [30] may refer to two different
components: (1) a JSON document, following a versioned schema,
containing an ordered list of cells with code, explanatory text,
mathematics, plots, and rich media (2) a web-based interactive
computational environment for creating such documents. In this
work, we shall default to the former meaning.
Jupyter Notebooks, with their capability to unify code and
metadata in a single document format, represent a valuable middle ground between the workflow modeling approaches introduced in Section 2.1. Furthermore, since Jupyter Notebooks have
become a de-facto standard in several research fields, many domain experts are already familiar with them. Given that, some
efforts to use Jupyter Notebooks for workflow modeling already
exist in the literature.
Cloud-based scientific platforms like KBase [31,32] and
GenePattern 2.0 [33] have built their primary user interface
on Jupyter. However, their main goal is offering an effective
bioinformatics programming environment, providing an extensive database of pipelines, introducing user-friendly interfaces,
and offloading computation to their own specific target infrastructure, e.g., the HTCondor cluster. The resulting notebooks are
tightly coupled with the underlying software stack, preventing
portability to the broader Jupyter ecosystem.
The Netflix’s nteract2 framework adopts a self-contained approach, allowing users to augment Notebooks with input data and
schedule them for batched execution. The outputs are also saved
in Notebook format, facilitating inspection and debugging. This
approach’s primary limitation is its coarse granularity, as it only
allows executing entire Notebooks from beginning to end.
The Script-of-Scripts (SoS) project [34] moves the unit of execution to the finer-grained level of single cells and introduces
multi-language Notebooks, called SoS Notebooks. Each cell of a
SoS Notebook can declare a different host language, with the
SoS runtime automatically handling object conversions during
inter-cells communications.
Both SoS and our approach allow offloading entire Notebooks or single cells to a queue-based HPC center, automatically handling input and output variables, path translations,
and data-parallel patterns. However, while the latter adopts a
purely metadata-based coordination language, SoS comes with
a template-based mechanism that mixes up coordination and
application logic inside code cells. This strategy introduces additional complexity, reducing maintainability and tightly coupling
the host code with the SoS interpreter.
The Notebooks-into-Workflows (NiW) project [35] adopts a
different approach. Rather than directly using a Jupyter notebook
as a workflow description, the notebook is translated into a
WINGS workflow [36], which can be independently executed,
published, and reproduced. Even if the extraction of the workflow
structure is fully automatic, there are strict compatibility requirements for notebooks: any newly generated data must be written
into files, and all the code using the same file must be placed in
a single cell.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the common architecture of a HPC Jupyter interface. Orange
blocks usually need to be developed or extended to integrate Jupyter in the
existing software stack.

Several attempts to extract the data stream through cell executions have appeared in the literature. For instance, Dataflow
Notebooks [37] modify the behavior of the IPython Out dictionary, indexing each cell execution with a unique persistent
identifier and allowing users to refresh all the dependent cells
after a cell re-execution. Nodebook3 automatically tracks dependencies across IPython cells through static AST analysis and
caches their outputs, enforcing a consistency based on the position of the cells in the notebook. The nbsafety Jupyter kernel [38]
combines dataflow tracing with liveness and initialized variable
analysis to detect staleness generated by cell re-executions in
Python Notebooks. The Vizier framework [39] implements an
entirely new computational notebook stack, in which each cell
is executed on a separated program context, and communications
between cells are explicitly handled by producing and consuming
datasets, i.e., sets of named relational tables. All these approaches
mainly aim to prevent the issues caused by out-of-order executions and repeated executions of Notebook cells, which are
considered among the principal causes of reproducibility issues
in the Jupyter ecosystem [40].
2.3. Jupyter notebooks on HPC
Finding an effective way to improve accessibility to HPC facilities is still an open problem in computer science. Indeed, if
the advent of Cloud-based *-as-a-Service approaches contributed
to a substantial lowering of the technical barriers to IT systems,
the vast majority of data centers are still anchored to queue
management systems, SSH-based remote shells, and air-gapped
worker nodes.
Given their widespread diffusion and their relatively highlevel interface, Jupyter Notebooks have already been investigated as a way to bridge the gap between non-IT practitioners
and HPC infrastructures [41–44] to make interactive workflows
mainstream in HPC centers. As an example, the National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) is currently integrating Jupyter as an interface to the CORI supercomputer [45],
and the PANGEO platform component for HPC is based on the
integration between Jupyter and Dask [46].
One of the most common approaches in this direction is to
install a Jupyter-based service, e.g., a JupyterHub4 instance or a
custom Jupyter Notebook spawner, on the login nodes of a data
3 https://multithreaded.stitchfix.com/blog/2017/07/26/nodebook/
4 https://jupyterhub.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

2 https://nteract.io/
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center or on some publicly-exposed instances of a tightly-coupled
Cloud service. Appropriate authentication chains can then percolate the user identity from the web interface down to the
HPC worker nodes, ensuring secure access to the computing
resources running the Jupyter kernels. Fig. 1 sketches this kind of
architecture, highlighting in orange the blocks that usually need
customizations.
If these approaches can ease access to HPC facilities for practitioners, their setup and maintenance are non-trivial tasks even
for expert system administrators. One of the biggest obstacles is
undoubtedly the need to modify the authentication mechanism,
with all its security implications. An even more complicated scenario occurs when trying to offload Jupyter kernels from outside
the data center because the ZeroMQ5 message broker implementing Jupyter’s communication layer needs bidirectional TCP
connections between Notebooks and kernels. Such a requirement
does not combine well with the air-gapped HPC facilities.
Aiming at freeing the end-users from system administrators’
choices, and at the same time trying to save the latter from
modifying the security layer, the proposed approach relies on
the StreamFlow6 WMS [12] to implement its communication
layer. StreamFlow only requires unidirectional connections to
the execution environment because the controller infrastructure
leads both data and control planes. Therefore, users can connect
to the remote execution environment using ordinary methods,
with no additional installation required on the system administrators’ side. Moreover, since it does not need a single data space
shared among all the worker nodes, it can also deal with hybrid
Cloud-HPC scenarios.
As a matter of fact, scientific workflows and HPC communities are converging on the same objectives to provide effective
workflow management in a combined HPC and distributed environment [47], and Jupyter is an ideal tool for both communities. Our approach is designed to address the main requirements
across these domains, providing a modeling methodology based
on metadata enrichment, leveraging on Jupyter usability, and enabling execution on hybrid HPC and Cloud environments without
any particular requirement on the remote execution infrastructures. Moreover, the strict separation of coordination and host
code and the explicit definition of a high-level metadata format
to describe application dependencies prescind from any specific
implementation, allowing different runtime libraries to co-design
the best-suited execution strategy with the peculiarities of their
reference execution environment.

Fig. 2. Runtime architecture of a Jupyter Notebook’s distributed execution.

do not affect the Notebook’s operational semantics. A Notebook
document’s low-level format is defined with a JSON schema,7
used for validation by Jupyter tools. In such format, both the
whole Notebook and every single cell are accompanied by a metadata field, containing arbitrary optional JSONable information
about the related element (see the example in Listing 1).
In this work, we consider a single code cell as the atomic
execution unit of a Notebook. Its content is mapped into a workflow step, while its metadata field describes where and how such
step should be executed. Let a Notebook N be composed of a
sequence of cells c1 , . . . , cn , where every ci is a sequence of
commands in the Notebook host language (e.g., Python). A cell
is executed in a state, that is a partial map σ : Ide → Obj
from host language identifiers to host language first-class objects
(e.g., values, expressions, functions). For any cell ci , its metadata
includes two (possibly empty) sets of identifiers In(ci ) and Out(ci ),
respectively representing its inputs, namely the identifiers whose
value is necessary for its execution, and its outputs, namely the
identifiers whose value is affected by its execution.
If we represent a cell waiting to be evaluated as a configuration
⟨c , σ ⟩ such that In(c) ⊆ dom(σ ), the execution relation

⟨c , σ ⟩ → σ ′
expresses the fact that the execution of c in the state σ produces
a new state σ ′ such that Out(c) ⊆ dom(σ ′ ).
We are not interested in formalizing the execution relation of
every single cell of a Jupyter Notebook, which depends on the
host language. We just point out that the execution is partial (it
might diverge).
Hereafter we specify the sequential, distributed and parallel semantics of Jupyter Notebooks, considering each cell as an
atomic command whose semantics is left unspecified.
The local execution of a sequence c1 ; . . . ; cn of cells can be
formalized as follows

3. Methods
We envision Jupyter Notebooks as the first representative of
a new class of interfaces to foster both portability and performance, which traditionally map onto different classes of tools (as
discussed in Section 2.1). This goal is achieved by mapping the
Notebook cells into a workflow graph’s nodes, enabling a parallel
and distributed execution over a broad set of infrastructures.
In this section we provide a formal account of the execution
model of Jupyter Notebooks. The formalization allows us to describe in precise terms – and state the equivalence of – their (local
and distributed) sequential and parallel semantics.

⟨c1 ; . . . ; cn , σ1 ⟩ → σn+1
if ⟨ci , σi ⟩ → σi+1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n

(1)

so that each cell in the sequence is executed in the state produced
by the previous one. The execution order specified by the operator ‘;’ is driven by the user and might differ from the textual order
of the cells in the Notebook.

3.1. Notebooks as workflows

3.2. Distributed sequential execution

A Jupyter Notebook document can be seen as an ordered list
of cells, each of which contains either code or Markdown text. For
simplicity, we will only consider the former, as Markdown cells

In order to model the distributed execution of a Jupyter Notebook, we extend configurations ⟨c , σ ⟩ to global configurations
⟨[c , d], σ ⟩, where the d component indicates the location in which

5 https://zeromq.org/
6 https://streamflow.di.unito.it/

7 https://nbformat.readthedocs.io/en/latest/format_description.html
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Listing 1: Jupyter Notebook document cell format (general and
code)
# Generic cell metadata
{
"cell_type": "type",
"metadata": {},
"source": "single string or [list, of, strings]",
}
# Code cell metadata
{
"cell_type": "code",
"execution_count": 1,# Integer or null
"metadata": {
"collapsed": True, # Whether the output of the cell is
collapsed
"scrolled": False, # Any of true, false or "auto"
},
"source": "[some multi-line code]",
"outputs": [{
# List of output dicts (described below)
"output_type": "stream",
...
}],
}

Fig. 3. Interactive remote execution of a configuration ⟨[ci , ds ], σ ⟩. When ds ̸ =
ddriver , both code ci and true data dependencies In(ci ) must be transferred to ds .
After that, the return values Out(ci ) can be transferred back to ddriver .

3.3. Parallel execution
A Notebook can be executed interactively or in bulk mode (Run
All command). In both cases, the execution of cells is sequential,
and each cell is executed in the state resulting from the execution
of the previous cell in temporal order, as described in Eq. (1).
The same execution sequence can be extended to a distributed
sequential execution as described in Eq. (2), where cells can be
executed in different places following the same sequential order.
In the interactive mode, the execution of a cell is triggered by
the user, which directly operates on the web interface and the
host language interpreter running the cells one by one on ddriver ∈
D (see Fig. 3). In this case, consistency is trivially guaranteed.
The bulk execution mode enables a concurrent distributed
execution of the cells by defining a sequentially equivalent parallel semantics. Since the cells c1 , . . . , cn are totally ordered by
their position in the Notebook, the control-flow graph is the
linear chain of cells. Given that, we can statically compute the
execution graph with the highest degree of parallelism by way
of Bernstein’s conditions [54], initially designed for parallelizing compilers. They describe the three cases that induce data
dependencies among commands (cells in our case).
The presence of a data dependency between two cells prevents
their parallel execution. When i < j, we say that cj depends on ci
if at least one of the following conditions holds:

the execution of c takes place. The global execution relation can
then be specified as

⟨[c1 , d1 ]; . . . ; [cn , dn ], σ1 ⟩ → σn+1
if ⟨[ci , di ], σi ⟩ → σi+1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n

(2)

Eq. (2) has the same meaning as the Eq. (1), except that it
carries the additional information that a cell ci is deployed and
executed on di ∈ D, where D is a set of predefined deployments.
In particular, Eq. (1) is equivalent to Eq. (2) when di = ddriv er for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where ddriv er refers to the default Notebook’s
kernel (see Fig. 2).
The location in which a given cell is meant to be executed can
be encoded in the metadata field of cell or it can be determined
through more complex policies as we will see in Section 3.3. We
envision a deployment onto processing elements, either local or
remote, capable of executing pre-installed applications or containers (e.g., a Kubernetes running Dockers or a Slurm manager
scheduling Singularity images) and reachable from the Notebook
executor.
Just like the local execution relation, also the global execution relation is partial. However, we assume that the remote
execution of a cell is independent of the location in which the
execution takes place. That is, we assume that ⟨[c , d], σ ⟩ → σ ′
and ⟨[c , d′ ], σ ⟩ → σ ′′ implies σ ′ = σ ′′ . So, the execution of a
cell that succeeds locally might fail remotely, but it must produce
the same output in each deployment whenever the execution is
successful. This requirement guarantees deterministic semantics
of global execution, modulo errors.
The global execution relation unleashes a cell’s execution from
the local Notebook kernel, explicitly addressing a targeted worker
in a set of remote resources by making the configuration itself
explicitly aware of the place where it should happen. Global
execution in a global address space has been longly experimented
(with little success) in the last two decades within the Partitioned
Global Address Space (PGAS) programming model, which has been
implemented both as new languages (e.g., X10 [48], Chapel [49])
and libraries (e.g., UPC++ [50], DASH [51]). Many of them rely on
Remote Memory Access protocols, allowing some form of sharing
(e.g., GASNet [52]). Recently, dryish versions of global sharing under a simple Single-Writer-Multiple-Reader model with locality
awareness have been exploited in the GAM [53], and Ray [16]
runtime supports.

• Out(ci ) ∩ In(cj ) ̸= ∅. In this case we have a true data
dependency, whereby ci modifies an identifier read by cj ;

• Out(ci ) ∩ Out(cj ) ̸= ∅. In this case we have an output
dependency, whereby ci and cj modify the same identifier;

• In(ci ) ∩ Out(cj ) ̸= ∅. This is a so-called anti-dependency,
whereby cj modifies an identifier read by ci .
In all other cases, namely when
Out(ci ) ∩ In(cj ) = Out(ci ) ∩ Out(cj ) = In(ci ) ∩ Out(cj ) = ∅
the cells ci and cj do not interfere with each other and can be
executed in any order, hence also in parallel. As we shall see, we
relax Bernstein’s conditions by proposing a strategy to reconcile
clashes due to output dependencies. Notice the importance of
avoiding output dependencies in designing concurrent semantics
for Notebooks: the execution of all cells produce an output on
the initial state of the Notebook, where surely the identifier representing the standard outputs conflict. In reality, the interactive
execution of the Notebook makes it possible to preserve the
output of all cells. The proposed relaxation aims to preserve the
output of all cells, which in the sequential execution happens in
the same state (the Notebook’s output) in different moments.
In preparation for their parallel execution, all cells are arranged in a direct acyclic graph (DAG) from the control-flow
chain, thereby defining a workflow in which nodes are configurations and edges are data dependencies. Let us call DAG
286
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Even though the ⊎ operator resembles a Reduce operator,
its pragmatics is not the parallelization accumulation behavior.
In the sequential evaluation, accumulation generally induces a
true data dependency, which cannot be easily removed without
changing the cell business code. The ⊎ operator aims at carrying
the merging of the cell’s outputs in a single, adequately typed
identifier. This behavior is inspired by merging stdout of remotely
executing processes aiming to preserve single-cell output rather
than overwriting them. The Jupyter Notebook preserves a private
copy of the sequentially evaluated cells’ output.

evaluation the order derived applying anti-dependency and true
data dependencies. We can describe a DAG evaluation sequence
as a term built using atomic cells c composed using ‘;’ (sequential
composition) and ‘|’ (parallel composition). For example,
c1 ; (c2 |(c3 ; c4 ))
describes the execution of c1 followed by the parallel execution
of c2 and the sequential execution of c3 and c4 .
In this setting, the DAG evaluation order is defined by Eq. (2).
Jupyter-workflow supports the two main parallelism exploitation
paradigms: (1) explicit data parallelism on a single cell starting
from lists of data elements in both interactive and bulk execution
modes; (2) automatic task parallelism on independent cells in the
bulk execution mode. We now describe the semantics of these
two forms of parallelism more in detail.

Theorem. Given an associative operator ⊎ that correctly reconciles conflicting identifiers of states σ1 , . . . , σn , the DAG evaluation
preserves sequential equivalence of successfully terminating global
parallel executions.

Data parallelism. Jw implements data parallelism – that is the
Map/ApplyToAll functions – by way of an explicit metadata annotation on a cell c receiving as input one or more lists L1 , . . . , Lk
and a list operator such as the dot product or the cartesian product.
Hereafter we denote such cells with Map(c).
The semantics of a Map cell depends on two (here unspecified)
functions: Scatter, which splits states to lists of states, and Gather,
which recombines lists of states into states. We can then describe
the execution semantics of Map cells as follows

Proof. Two cells with either anti-dependency or true data dependency cannot be executed in parallel. The parallel execution
of two cells generates a reconciled state σ1 ⊎ σ2 that includes
all the non conflicting identifiers of σ1 and σ2 with the same
value of the sequential evaluation (see Eq. (6)) and all the conflicting identifiers of σ1 and σ2 computed by the user-defined
associative operator ⊎. The existence and the correctness of the
(user-defined) ⊎ operator is an assumption, which is satisfied by
common operators such as list and string concatenation and value
reduction. The merged state subsumes that the result of the execution of the two cells is executed in any sequential order. Being
⊎ an associative operator, the same argument scales to the transitive closure of the merged state of a sequence of cells executed in
parallel, which includes all their output identifiers. All the identifiers available in the last state of the sequential execution are
also available in the merged state of the parallel evaluation, with
identical or equivalent values for conflicting identifiers. For this,
we consider the parallel execution sequentially equivalent. □

⟨[Map(c), d], σ ⟩ → Gather(σ1′ , . . . , σn′ )
if ⟨[c1 , di ], σi ⟩ → σi′ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n
where Scatter(σ ) = [σ1 , . . . , σn ]

(3)

where the di ’s are selected from the set of unallocated locations
that satisfy user-specified requirements.
In case two cells Map(c1 ) and Map(c2 ) are executed sequentially in bulk mode and Out(c1 ) = In(c2 ), we leverage on the
map fusion transformation [55] to reduce the communication
overhead, rewriting a Scatter-Gather-Scatter-Gather sequence as
Scatter-LocalCopy-Gather. We can express this optimization as the
following equivalence between configurations:

⟨Map(c1 ); Map(c2 ), σ ⟩ = ⟨Map(c1 ; c2 ), σ ⟩

4. Design and implementation
In compliance with the methodology discussed in Section 3,
we realized an extension of the Jupyter software stack, named
Jupyter-workflow (Jw)8 . Its logical architecture, depicted in Fig. 4,
consists of five main components:

(4)

Lemma. The Map function preserves sequential equivalence of
successfully terminating global parallel executions.

• A coordination metadata format to express cell configurations;

Proof. By construction, Map generates a list of independent
replicas of a cell that satisfy Bernstein’s conditions. □

• A frontend extension to send such metadata to the backend
kernel;

Task parallelism. Jw also supports the automatic parallelization of
independent cells in the bulk execution mode. We define independent cells according to a relaxation of Bernstein’s conditions
that allows output conflicts (thus removing the output dependency case), assuming the existence of a user-defined associative
operator ⊎ that reconciles all conflicting identifiers while avoiding output dependencies. Formally, given c1 , . . . , cn independent
cells, their parallel execution is described as

⟨[c1 , d1 ]| · · · |[cn , dn ], σ ⟩ → 1≤i≤n σi′
if ⟨[ci , di ], σi ⟩ → σi′ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n

⨄

• An extended kernel capable of managing remote cell executions;

• An executor script to remotely execute a cell and serialize its
return values;

• A dependency resolver component to help users identifying
the input dependencies of each cell.
Moreover, we rely on the dill library [56] to perform data serialization and deserialization (SerDes) and on the StreamFlow
WMS to coordinate workflows. The rest of the current section is
devoted to a detailed analysis of each component, discussing the
most significant design and implementation choices.

(5)

where⨄
each σi is the restriction of σ to In(ci ) and the reconciled
′
state
1≤i≤n σi is the union of the states for non-conflicting
identifiers or the reduction of objects for conflicting identifiers.
That is,

{
σ (x)
(σ ⊎ σ )(x) = σ ′ (x)
σ (x) ⊎ σ ′ (x)
′

if x ∈ dom(σ ) \ dom(σ ′ )
if x ∈ dom(σ ′ ) \ dom(σ )
if x ∈ dom(σ ) ∩ dom(σ ′ )

4.1. Coordination metadata format

We added a workflow section to the Jupyter code cell metadata format to configure all the aspects introduced in Section 3,

(6)

8 https://jupyter-workflow.di.unito.it

where the ⊎ operator on objects is provided by the user.
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Currently, Jw supports four different families of dependencies in
the type field:

• names, which are transferred to the destination program’s
state;

• environment variables, which are added to the target shell’s
environment;

• files, for which Jw automatically manages both data transfers
and path remappings on the target executor;

• controls, which are only used to force additional dependency
relations between workflow steps, without carrying any
data value.
The deployment that will host the cell execution is described
in a target subsection, which is an exact transposition of
StreamFlow’s target directive. StreamFlow relies on three different levels of granularity to represent remote execution environments:

• A model is an entire multi-agent infrastructure, e.g., a Helm
release on Kubernetes or a Slurm-managed data center;

• A service is a specific agent in a model, e.g., a head
node in a Ray cluster or a Kafka server in a microservices
architecture;
• A resource is a single instance of a replicated service,
e.g., an MPI node in a cluster or a single Pod managed by
a ReplicaSet on Kubernetes.

Fig. 4. Jupyter-workflow logical stack. White blocks refer to existing technologies (except for StreamFlow and its connectors, which are colored in blue), while
yellow-ocher ones are directly part of the Jupyter-workflow codebase.

A model is usually described in an external format, e.g., a
Docker Compose file, a Helm chart, or a Slurm sbatch script, and
constitutes the unit of deployment in StreamFlow. Conversely, the
unit of scheduling is usually a single resource. However, a step
can explicitly reserve multiple resources of the same service for
execution, specifying a value greater than one in the resources
field. Moreover, multiple instances of the same step can spawn
concurrently on multiple resources when using data-parallel directives.
The Jw metadata format allows iterable cell inputs, e.g., a
Python list or dictionary, to be scattered across multiple replicas
of ds for parallel execution. Scattering schemes can be specified through a dedicated scatter section in the step metadata (Listing 2). In particular, an items list contains the elements to scatter, while the method entry specifies which operator
(e.g. dotptoduct or cartesian) should be used when scattering
over multiple items. The items list can container either variable names, file paths or, nested scatter schemes, giving great
flexibility to the developer. For example, a configuration like the
following is perfectly fine whenever ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘d’’ are of the
same length.

Listing 2: Jupyter-workflow metadata format
# Workflow metadata
{
"step": {
"in": [{ # List the members of In(ci )
"type": "name" | "env" | "file" | "control",
"name": "variable name",
"serializer": {
"predump": "code executed before serializing",
"postload": "code executed after serializing"
},
"value": "value to assign to the name",
"valueFrom": "can take value from a different variable"
}],
"autoin": True | False, # Resolve In(ci ) automatically
"out": [ # List the members of Out(ci )
...
],
"scatter": {
"items": [ "variable name" | "scatter subscheme" ],
"method": "dotproduct" | "cartesian" | ...
}
},
"target": {# Part of the StreamFlow format
"model": {# Description of the execution environment
...
},
"service": "target service inside the model",
"resources": "number of workers to reserve"
},
"version": "v1.0"
}

"scatter": {
"items": ["a", "b", {"items": ["c", "d"],
"method": "dotproduct"}],
"method": "cartesian"
}

4.2. Jupyter stack extension
Custom metadata are generally not propagated to the backend
kernel by the Jupyter web interface. Therefore, an extension for
the frontend stack is required to include the workflow metadata
section when sending messages to the kernel. The technology
used by such component depends on the adopted frontend. For
the classical Jupyter interface, a kernel.js file in a kernel package allows kernel-specific frontend extensions. Conversely, the
newer JupyterLab technology needs a kernel-agnostic frontend
plugin, and it is currently under development.
After implementing a sending mechanism for coordination
metadata, we need a kernel backend capable of correctly processing them during both interactive and bulk execution flows.

i.e.: (1) The set In(ci ) of input dependencies, potentially augmented with data-parallel descriptors; (2) The set Out(ci ) of cell
return values, potentially augmented with custom reduction descriptors; (3) A deployment ds where to schedule the cell execution. A high-level schema, with some details omitted due to
limited space, is reported in Listing 2.
A step subsection contains two lists, called in and out,
describing input dependencies and return values, respectively.
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remote cells on a persistent location eases the re-execution of
notebooks. When the node hosting Jw restarts after a crash during
a bulk Notebook execution, only local cells must run to populate
the local program context. At the same time, StreamFlow can automatically load output dependencies of completed remote cells
from their checkpoint location. In principle, similar functionality
could be extended to interactive notebooks by keeping the history
of cell executions, but Jw does not yet provide such a feature.

We started extending the IPython kernel, both because it is by
far the most widely used backend in the Jupyter ecosystem and
because, since StreamFlow is also implemented in Python, the
integration with the underlying WMS layer was much more manageable. Nevertheless, support for other Jupyter kernels is undoubtedly in our plans. Indeed, the strict separation between host
code and coordination metadata makes it possible to reuse the
same metadata format independently of the host language, while
the message-oriented nature of the Jupyter stack significantly
simplifies language interoperability.
When executing a Notebook in bulk mode, the first step is to
obtain a dataflow representation of its code cells, which takes
the form of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). Since the original
execution flow is sequential, cells must be processed in order,
extracting workflow metadata and input dependencies for each
of them. The result of this operation is an ordered list of cells
[c1 , . . . , cn ] with the related In(ci ) and Out(ci ) sets. Such cells
constitute the nodes of a dataflow graph, where a directed arc
connects ci to cj (with i < j) whenever ∃ v ∈ In(cj ) s.t. v ∈
Out(ci ) and v ∈
/ Out(ck ) for each k in the open interval (i, j).
The resulting DAG can then be orchestrated by the StreamFlow
runtime support.
The interactive execution flow is much more straightforward.
Cells are sequentially processed one by one so that there is no
need to construct dataflow-based intermediate representations,
and the consistency of the program state is trivially preserved.
However, since in an interactive scenario the cell execution order
cannot be determined a priori, all the components of Out(ci )
are always transferred to the local kernel and merged into the
program state before proceeding with computation.

4.4. The DependencyResolver component
In many cases, input dependencies can be automatically inferred with an inspection of the cell code. Therefore, we developed a DependencyResolver component to save practitioners
the burden of manually listing every input name for every cell
execution.
In Python, the ast module allows exploring the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of a code fragment. Therefore, since the Python
language is lexically scoped, it is possible to obtain the set of input
dependencies of a cell by seeking all the names: (1) that reside
in its global scope; (2) whose first operation is a Load, i.e., a read
from σ ; (3) do not come from Python builtins or IPython standard
namespace.
The fact that the serialization library can autonomously deal
with transitive dependencies dramatically simplifies this task, as
it is unnecessary to explore names’ definitions external to ci itself.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the proposed strategy cannot
entirely cover all possible scenarios, as both false positives and
false negatives can occur.
In general, each name that does not appear in a node of
the AST representation returned by the ast module cannot be
recognized by the DependencyResolver. This set contains, for example, variables dynamically loaded in eval constructs, variables
accessed directly from the locals and globals dictionaries and
modules dynamically imported by the importlib package.
Conversely, since the code can be statically evaluated without
knowing a priori the exact value of each name, some names
can be marked as true dependencies even when they are never
accessed. This case includes variables loaded in untaken paths
of conditional branches, except branches of exception handling
patterns or locations of a container (e.g. a list or a dictionary) that
are never accessed.
Given that, we let users combine automatic dependency induction with explicit metadata to correct potentially wrong behaviors, print the list of automatically identified dependencies, or
even to completely disable the DependencyResolver for a step
by setting the autoin field to False.

4.3. Executing cells remotely
When a cell enters the fireable state, all its input dependencies are transferred from the related predecessor in a serialized
form so that the program state can be reconstructed from them.
StreamFlow manages all the computation movement aspects,
i.e., data transfer, path remapping, resource deployment, and
task scheduling. In particular, an executor script, automatically
transferred to each remote resource, is in charge of recreating
the program state, executing the code, and serializing the return
values.
Unlike most alternatives on the market, StreamFlow drops
the requirement for a single data space shared among the entire set of workers. This feature allows it to support distributed
workflow executions over hybrid architectures, e.g., with some
steps scheduled on an HPC facility and the others offloaded to a
Cloud computing infrastructure. Besides, StreamFlow can manage
the automatic deployment and deletion of complex execution
environments (e.g., an entire Spark cluster over Kubernetes), including their description directly in its workflow specification
format. Moreover, if a scatter step input is a list of files, each of
its elements will be transferred in parallel to the assigned remote
resource by the underlying StreamFlow runtime.
StreamFlow also supports a pluggable checkpointing mechanism to store such dependencies on a persistent location for
fault tolerance purposes. Indeed, if a remote resource fails to
perform a step, it can be rescheduled for execution only if all its
input dependencies are still available. Otherwise, it is necessary
to travel back in the workflow DAG until a reschedulable step
is met and replay the entire chain of steps up to the failed one
before retrying it, introducing significant overhead.
The main obstacle for Jupyter Notebooks fault-tolerance is
that a Python kernel cannot be fully serialized, stored on disk,
and deserialized (see Section 4.5). This constraint prevents live
migrations and high-availability of kernels. Storing all outputs of

4.5. Serialization
When dealing with computation movement, serialization is
undoubtedly one of the most critical aspects to take into account.
Indeed, considering a subprogram ci with a set In(ci ) of input
dependencies and a set Out(ci ) of return values, the presence of
even a single unserializable element in In(ci ) ∪ Out(ci ) is sufficient
to prevent ci from being executed remotely.
On the other hand, pretending to reason about a perfect serializer capable of producing a suitable byte stream for every
object and every pair of resources is quite unrealistic. Indeed, it
is challenging, if not impossible, to produce a reversible external
representation for some objects, e.g., when their content includes
handlers to kernel objects, system libraries, or hardware-specific,
low-level optimizations. Things worsen when the source and
destination workers exhibit significant differences in operating
systems or hardware architectures.
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A possible approach to mitigate this kind of problem is to
serialize some entities by reference, i.e., to recreate them remotely
following the standard procedure instead of reconstructing them
from a marshaled internal state. The dill library [56] relies on
this strategy for Python modules, which are regularly imported in
the destination program’s state. Nevertheless, this strategy cannot
be applied to stateful objects, which need information about the
internal state to be coherently reconstructed.
A more flexible technique allows developers to register, for
a particular object type, a pair of marshaling and unmarshaling routines, augmenting a baseline of standard cases directly
handled by the library. This approach has been adopted in the
distributed version of the FastFlow framework [57], and also dill
comes with a @register decorator to extend the standard set
of serializable types. We choose to stick with this last strategy
for our implementation, adopting dill as the base serialization
library and adding a dedicated serializer subsection in the
description of input and output dependencies, as shown in Listing
2. Each entry in this subsection lets users specify predump and
postload routines to transform unsuitable values before marshaling and reobtaining the original object after unmarshaling,
respectively.

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the Jw execution plan for the CLAIRECOVID19 Notebook.

Cloud-HPC workflow to perform a training+serving pipeline of
a DNN, relying on the HPC computing power for the training
step and on the Cloud *-as-a-Service paradigm for inference. A
Quantum ESPRESSO9 [65] simulation workflow is used as representative of a broad class of traditional HPC Molecular Dynamics
Simulation (MDS) tools in order to investigate how Jw can enable
interactive simulations at scale. Finally, a Bioinformatics pipeline
based on the 1000 Genomes project [66] is used to analyze
performances in the Cloud.
Both the examples and the entire framework’s codebase are
publicly available.10

4.6. Centralized and distributed control plane architecture
The current Jw implementation adopts a master–worker pattern for the control plane, where the driver acts as the master [58,
59]. Despite some potential performance and robustness issues of
the centralized control, the master–worker is a widely adopted
pattern for the runtime support of parallel and distributed systems. A centralized architecture makes it possible to effectively
maintain a coherent global knowledge of the system, simplifying the implementation of algorithms for task graphs unfolding,
scheduling, load-balancing, and fault-tolerance [60,61].
The master–worker pattern is largely adopted by many WMSs
and task-based parallel libraries, such as Makeflow [4], Pegasus [2], COMPSs [62], HyperLoom [63], and other well-known
systems, such as Kubernetes, and Spark [64]. In reality, most of
the weaknesses of the master–worker schema can be mitigated
with little effort, such as excluding the master from large data
exchanges by allowing direct data movements among workers.
This can be done either directly by the WMS (as in COMPSs) or
by delegating data transfers to external software, e.g. HTCondor
(as in Pegasus and Makeflow).
This solution is also adopted in Jw, where the driver is kept
outside the data path. It can be used as a relay toward airgapped or firewalled workers, but data will be moved from one
deployment to the next without passing through the driver in the
general case. This pushes scalability issues to corner cases such as
very fine-grained cells and large-scale parallel executions, which
can be approached by coalescing the execution of independent
cells in a single macro-cell. Also, the master–worker pattern can
be made robust by replicating the master using a third-party
distributed coherent database, as it happens with etcd in the
Kubernetes control plane. Both these features are currently under
development.

5.1. Hyperparameter search for DNN assisted COVID-19 diagnosis
To demonstrate how the proposed approach effectively combines usability and scalability, we provide a Jw implementation
of the most computationally intensive portion of the COVID-19
universal pipeline, developed by the Confederation of Laboratories
for Artificial Intelligence Research in Europe (CLAIRE) task force
on AI & COVID-19 [67].
The pipeline is composed of a preparatory data processing
section and a core training workflow. The goal is to perform a
metrics assessment on 11 variants of DNN models, each with
its hyper-parameters. In the context of this work, we perform
a hyperparameter search for 4 different DenseNet models [68]:
DenseNet-121, DenseNet-161, DenseNet-169, and DenseNet-201.
To improve classification performances, we adopt a transfer learning approach: weights pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [69]
are fine-tuned on a pre-processed subset of the BIMCV-COVID19
dataset [70] using a standardly configured Adam optimizer [71]
(β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ϵ = 10−8 ). Such transfer learning process
is configured to run for at most 50 epochs, with early stopping
after 10 epochs without improvements in the validation loss.
For each model, we explore 12 different configurations by
varying 3 hyperparameters: learning rate (10−3 , 10−4 , 10−5 ),
weight decay (5e−4 , 5e−5 ), and LR decay step (10, 15). Plus, we
perform 5-fold cross-validation on each configuration to reduce
variability in the obtained classification metrics, with a total of
60 variants of each model’s training process. With Jw, the code
could be easily split into three main sections (as shown in Fig. 5):

5. Evaluation
In this section, we demonstrate how the Jw approach can be
effectively applied to common scenarios in the fields of deep
learning, scientific simulation, and bioinformatics, enabling interactive analysis pipelines at scale.
In particular, the first example showcases how Notebooks can
be used for interactive hyperparameter tuning for DNN training, executing configurable grid search tasks in parallel on GPUequipped HPC facilities. The second example implements a hybrid

• An initial configuration section, containing the module imports and the hyperparameters’ grid;

• A training section, i.e., a single Notebook cell containing the
main training loop;
9 http://www.quantum-espresso.org
10 https://github.com/alpha-unito/jupyter-workflow
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Fig. 7. Graphical representation of the Jw execution plan for the TensorFlow
training+serving Notebook.
Fig. 6. Execution times for the 240 DenseNet training experiments running in
parallel on 240 GPU-equipped nodes of the CINECA MARCONI 100 facility.

Listing 3: Data handling strategies in Jw
/***********************************************************
Small dataset --> name dependency

• A visualization section, where the metrics of each training
experiment can be efficiently analyzed through the matplotlib interactive backend.

[1] dataset_path = "/home/myuser/dataset/path"
dataset = Preprocess(Load(dataset))
Workflow metadata for cell [2]: */
{
"step": {
"in": [{
"name": "dataset",
"type": "name"
}],
...
},
"target": {...}
}
/* [2] model_spec = ...
model = Model(model_spec).fit(dataset)

By marking each multi-valued hyperparameter and the set
of cross-validation folds as scatter input parameters of the
training cell, Jw automatically generates the cartesian product of
input configurations and schedules them for concurrent execution. Nevertheless, the effective amount of concurrency strongly
depends on the chosen execution environment.
In order to fully take advantage of their embarrassingly parallel nature, we offload the 240 training steps to 240 GPU nodes of
the CINECA MARCONI 100 facility, equipped with 2 IBM POWER9
AC922 sockets (16 cores, 3.1 GHz each), 256 GB of RAM, and 4
NVIDIA V100 GPUs (16 GB of memory each). Moreover, we only
request a single GPU for each job, trading off training speed for a
shorter waiting time in the Slurm queue.
Conversely, the other cells are executed directly in the local
context of the Jw kernel, running on a desktop machine equipped
with an Intel i7-7700K CPU (4 cores, 8 threads, 4.20 GHz). It is
worth noting that the DependencyResolver component correctly
identified all the implicit input dependencies, containing aliases
of Python modules (i.e., modules imported using the import as
directive), and remote dataset paths. Moreover, also the serialization and deserialization of the program context worked properly
even between two different hardware architectures (an x86_64
Intel CPU on the local workstation and a ppc64le POWER9 on
the MARCONI 100 nodes), without the need to implement any
custom predump and postload logic.
Fig. 6 shows the execution time reported by the Slurm sacct
command for each of the training jobs, including both the time
spent in the waiting queue (Pending state) and the effective DNN
training time (Running state). Overhead related to data transfers
to and from the remote facility was negligible and has not been
reported. The vast majority of configurations benefited from the
early stopping criterion shortly after 10 epochs, lasting between
50 and 70 min. Nevertheless, the global execution (scatter) of a
cell can complete only after the tail of the longest jobs, which
took more than 3 h to terminate.
Despite this, the obtained speedup is substantial. Considering
only the time spent in the Running state, a single V100 GPU
would require about ∼288 h to complete the training. Conversely,
Jw allows a ×92 faster execution without sacrificing the Jupyter
high-level interactive visualization tools.

************************************************************
Huge dataset -> remote path injection
[1] dataset_path = "/home/myuser/dataset/path"
Workflow metadata for cell [2]: */
{
"step": {
"in": [{
"name": "dataset_path",
"type": "name",
"value": "/remote/dataset/path"
}],
...
},
"target": {...}
}
/* [2] dataset = Preprocess(Load(dataset_path))
model = Model(model_spec).fit(dataset) */

5.2. Training and serving DNNs

In the deep learning field, training+serving pipelines can highly
benefit from a hybrid Cloud-HPC execution. Indeed, if HPC facilities with heterogeneous computing nodes are ideal for model
training, their queue-based workload management and limited
Internet access are not suitable for the serving phase, as inference
usually comes with strict real-time requirements and needs publicly exposed REST APIs. In this section, we describe how Jw can
efficiently orchestrate pre-processing, training, and serving tasks
for a Deep Neural Network (DNN) using TensorFlow [72] (Fig. 7).
Since, in this case, we are interested in evaluating design-related
aspects rather than performances, we set up a playground with
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a very small Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) trained on the
Fashion-MNIST dataset [73].
After a local data pre-processing phase, the training step
computation is offloaded to a node of the HPC4AI facility [74]
equipped with 2 Intel Xeon Gold 6230 sockets (20 cores, 2.10 GHz
each), 496 GB of RAM, and 4 NVIDIA V100-SXM2 GPUs (32 GB
of memory each). Moving data from the local kernel to the
remote HPC infrastructure is straightforward, as Fashion-MNIST
is relatively small (less than 30 MB). Therefore, we can simply
treat the already pre-processed dataset as a name dependency,
letting StreamFlow manage serialization and transfer operations.
It could be more efficient for massive datasets to move both preprocessing and training steps close to data, keeping only a small
subset on the local environment for prototyping or debugging
purposes. This scenario can be handled by explicitly modifying
the dataset path through a value directive in the metadata. These
two data management strategies are sketched in Listing 3. Even
if the host code has been simplified for clarity, it is worth noting
that switching between the two different scenarios only requires
a regrouping of program instructions in the code cells, without
modifying the business logic.
Concerning serialization, some internal data structures prevent the dill library from successfully parsing TensorFlow networks. Nevertheless, Jw allows to easily solve this issue by putting
some custom logic in the related serializer section to explicitly save the model to a file using Keras utilities, transfer it to the
remote executor and load it again in the target program’s state.
Such logic can also be extended to upload the model on one or
more GPU devices if available.
The resulting model is stored in a Docker container when
the training completes, which is then published as a Kubernetes
Pod hosting the TensorFlow Serving framework. In this case, the
Pod is automatically deployed on the HPC4AI Cloud infrastructure by the StreamFlow Helm connector, but cell executions can
also be bound to externally managed models (i.e., marked as
external in the coordination metadata). Therefore, the current
example can be configured to send trained models directly to a
production server for Continuous Integration purposes, strongly
reducing the gap between prototyping and deployment phases
in the development lifecycle.
It is worth noting that the DependencyResolver can correctly
identify all the input dependencies (both Python modules and
pre-processed datasets). Nevertheless, the trained model file
needs to be explicitly listed in the input dependencies of the TensorFlow Serving initialization step, since the DependencyResolver
cannot discriminate between strings and file paths.

Fig. 8. Graphical representation of the Jw execution plan for the Quantum
ESPRESSO Notebook.
Table 1
Weak scalability for the Quantum ESPRESSO Notebook when executed manually
on PBS and in both Jw execution modes.
Step

Nodes

PBS (s)

Jw Interactive (s)

Jw Bulk (s)

Cell 5

2
4
8

408
407
407

461
490
553

413
415
418

Cell 6

2
8
32

459
459
461

536
706
1861

465
469
474

5). Finally, for each temperature, the simulation forks again to
simulate each temperature at several values of pressure using the
Parrinello-Rahman constant pressure Lagrangian (cell 6).
In the following discussion, we focus on the last two steps, as
the others are trivial. Using the Jw metadata format, cell 5 can be
parallelized by scattering on T , while cell 6 can use a cartesian
product operator to scatter over all (P , T ) combinations. In the
interactive mode, where concurrency is confined inside single
cells, cell 6 can start only when all cell 5 tasks terminate and
all their outputs have been copied back to the driver node. This
mode allows users to inspect cell outputs immediately, but it can
introduce significant overhead. Conversely, in the bulk evaluation
mode, data are moved only if necessary, and redundant GatherScatter combinations are removed to increase concurrency, as
explained in Section 3.3.
We offload the execution of each step to two CPU nodes of
davinci-1, the Leonardo S.p.A. HPC system. Each node is equipped
with 2 Intel Xeon Platinum 8260 sockets (24 cores, 2.40 GHz
each) and 1 TB of RAM. We analyze the weak scalability of the
application by running it on 1, 4 and 16 (P , T ) points, comparing
for each setting the time to complete steps 5 and 6 with bare PBS,
interactive notebooks and bulk evaluation. Results are reported in
Table 1. It is worth noting how the overhead introduced by the
interactive execution mode becomes predominant with 16 (P , T )
points, while it remains totally negligible in the bulk evaluation
mode.
This is a basic setup to test the effectiveness of the proposed
approach. One can easily improve it, as the Notebook is general
enough to be easily adapted to any simulation of P-T phase
diagram of any material, scaling a single (p, T ) point simulation
up to several thousands of nodes.
Quantum ESPRESSO has been shown to scale well to petascale systems, and it is currently addressing the exascale challenges [75]. Therefore, peak performances are not an issue. Nevertheless, much of the Quantum ESPRESSO performance derives
from the linked matrix multiplication libraries, which are tightly

5.3. Interactive simulation at scale: running quantum ESPRESSO on
Jupyter
In order to assess the Jw capabilities to enable interactive simulations of realistic, large-scale systems, we implement a Notebook describing a multi-step simulation workflow in Quantum
ESPRESSO. In particular, the analyzed workflow implements a
Car-Parrinello simulation of a mixture of H2 O, NH3 and CH4
molecules to represent the basic ingredients of life (the so-called
primordial soup). The simulation aims to explore the phase space
to find where C–H, O–H and N–H bonds break up, forming more
complex organic molecules. Several Car-Parrinello simulations
at different pressure–temperature points (P , T ) are needed to
simulate the phase diagram.
As depicted in Fig. 8, the workflow proceeds as follows. The
first four cells, common to all simulations, prepare a starting
state at room temperature and pressure from a random distribution of the three molecules. Then the pipeline forks to simulate
different temperatures through Nosé–Hoover thermostats (cell
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Fig. 10. Speedup obtained executing the 1000-genome workflow on the HPC4AI
Cloud. The blue curve refers to a real execution. The orange curve shows a
DryRun of the same workflow aimed at assessing Jw overhead (the business
code is substituted with sleeps matching execution time).

Fig. 9. Graphical representation of the Jw execution plan for the 1000-genome
workflow.

coupled with the underlying hardware technology at compile
time. Tweaking performances of this kind of libraries is out of
reach of a large portion of domain experts, but linking Quantum ESPRESSO with low-performing or badly-compiled versions
of BLAS and LAPACK can have a huge impact on the time-tosolution. With its capability to seamlessly offload computation
to optimized execution environments on HPC facilities, Jw enables domain experts to run simulations interactively, exploring
and validating the outputs of the first (lightweight) steps before
proceeding with the heaviest portions of the pipeline.

not known a priori. Moreover, dynamically generated DAGs also
increase reusability since the same notebook can be used to perform entire families of similar experiments by simply changing
the input values (as analyzed in Section 5.3). Conversely, encoding
dynamic data dependencies in a Pegasus workflow requires users
to explicitly embed complex just-in-time compilation steps in the
workflow graph.
For performance evaluation, we focus on the individuals
step, which constitutes the bottleneck of the workflow. We measure the strong scaling of an 8-chromosomes instance of the
1000-genome workflow on 500 concurrent Kubernetes Pods. The
underlying Kubernetes cluster is composed of 3 control plane
VMs (4 cores, 8GB of RAM each) and 16 large worker VMs (40
cores, 120GB of RAM each), interconnected with a 10Gbps Ethernet. Each Pod requests 1 core and 2GB of RAM, and mounts a 1GB
tmpfs. In the Pegasus workflow a chromosome input file is made
available to all involved workers in its entirety, and each of them
selects a different partition. Conversely, Jw scatters the dataset,
transferring to each worker only the strictly required data.
To assess Jw performance on a Cloud, where all the resources
(CPUs, memory, network, disks) are typically overprovisioned and
subject to load generated by other users, we developed a DryRun
version of the code serving as the baseline. The DryRun simulates
the workflow behavior without actually using CPU cores and
network bandwidth: the business code is substituted with sleeps
of the expected average timespan of the task sampled from a
normal distribution and communications are replaced with a
small message. The Fig. 10 shows the strong scalability of real
execution and DryRun. The real execution scales reasonably well
up to 250 containers. Then it starts suffering from the Kubernetes
master bottleneck for data distribution.
The DryRun shows that the intrinsic overhead introduced by
the Jw runtime synchronizations (orange curve) keeps a reasonably linear gap against ideal speedup (at least up to 500 Pods).
In the Cloud/Kubernetes setting (as theoretically expected) the
crucial aspect for performance is the tuning of communication/computation ratio at the Kubernetes master, which does not
leave much room for optimization in I/O-bound problems (as the
1000-genome workflow).
In these cases, viable optimization paths concern the distribution or elimination of data movements. The former can be
realized by implementing direct communication channels between worker nodes, leaving the Kubernetes master out of the
critical path, while the latter is enabled by rewriting rules such
as Map fusion (see Section 3.3). As described in Section 6 below,
we are actively working on designing other cases.

5.4. Running the 1000-genome workflow on Kubernetes
To investigate Jw strong scalability on a distributed infrastructure, we execute an instance of the 1000-genome workflow on
a Kubernetes cluster running on top of the HPC4AI OpenStackbased Cloud. A detailed description of the 1000-genome workflow, originally implemented in Pegasus, is available in literature [76]. Fig. 9 shows the Jupyter Notebook representation of
the workflow (as a list of 6 cells) and the corresponding DAG
automatically extracted by the Jw runtime. Notice that, when
dealing with complex workflows, the amount of concurrency
allowed by the DAG evaluation strategy becomes significant.
We selected 1000-genome workflow for three main reasons:

• Pegasus is a state-of-the-art representative of WMSs for
High Throughput Computing (HTC), supporting execution
environments without shared data spaces (via HTCondor);
• The host code of each step is written in either Bash or
Python, both supported by the IPython kernel;
• The critical portion of the workflow is a highly-parallel step,
composed of 2000 independent short tasks (∼120s each)
which are critical for batch workload managers, but that
can be executed at scale on on-demand Cloud resources
(e.g., Kubernetes).
Porting the host code to Jw merely requires creating a cell for
each step by copy-pasting the original code. Concerning the coordination layer, the two WMSs adopt a strictly diverse approach.
Pegasus requires the user to manually compile a static workflow
graph, specifying all the input and output dependencies of each
step. This technique is extremely powerful in terms of expressiveness, as expressible graphs are not limited to the composition of a
predefined set of patterns. Conversely, Jw is somewhat limited by
the original sequential nature of Jupyter Notebooks, even if DAG
evaluation strongly mitigates the constraints.
For its part, Jw can seamlessly deal with dynamic outputs.
This is a fundamental requirement for a prototyping technology, where the exact structure of output dependencies is often
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6. Conclusion and future work

In large-scale executions and when the available processing
elements exceed the need, the Jw driver (that acts as a master)
could become a bottleneck. However, DAG-evaluation coupled
with rewriting rules can significantly reduce the overhead induced by the Jw driver (see Section 5.3). Conversely, a good
scheduling policy becomes more important than a low overhead
when there is more parallelism than available processing elements. The default mapping strategy of steps into processing
elements adopted by StreamFlow privileges data-locality, in order
to minimize data transfers [12]. However, the modular nature of
StreamFlow makes it easy for users to implement a more sophisticated strategy. Still, with the default approach Jw can effectively
deal with 2000 fine-grained concurrent tasks distributed among
up to 500 homogeneous processing elements, with data movements constituting by far the bottleneck for strong scalability (see
Section 5.4).

The widespread diffusion of Jupyter Notebooks (and similar
software, such as Zeppelin11 ) in both academic and industrial
workloads made them a de-facto standard for rapid prototyping
and interactive data analysis. The reason for their success is
their capability to support step-by-step execution and interactive tuning of software pipelines, boosting the productivity of
scientists. A second reason is their portability, which is a prerequisite for reproducibility. However, the lack of support for
complex workflows and the challenging integration with hybrid
Cloud-HPC architectures undoubtedly hampered their adoption in
production workloads.
After many years of evolution and application co-design, HPC
systems, even at the extreme scale, are facing new challenges,
inter-alia, the support for AI applications, and frameworks that
are eager to compute power and natively run on GPUs. The exploitation of a growing industrial market is boosted by the ability
of HPC solutions to process large volumes of data with speed
and accuracy. Cloud providers have also started to offer turn-key
HPC solution environments tailored to specific enterprise needs.
A hybrid Cloud-HPC solution results in better efficiencies, but
it requires a new generation of deployment tools to effectively
support rapid prototyping, interactive tuning, and portability of
modern HPC applications. Indeed, they are no longer a single codesigned kernel but complex pipelines (such as digital twins)
embracing different applications and software stacks.
In this work, we introduced Jupyter-workflow (Jw), a novel
methodology and a tool that unleash Jupyter Notebook’s superior
productivity and portability features in the HPC area, explicitly
targeting Cloud resources and their workload managers (such as
Kubernetes), HPC platforms together with their system software
(such as SLURM), and their coupled exploitation usage. We advocate Jw as the first representative of a new class of interfaces
for modern HPC applications. We formalized concurrent (parallel and distributed) semantics for Jupyter Notebooks supporting
interactive and batch executions. We tested Jw on four different
application pipelines and four different settings, with the driver
running on a desktop and the computationally demanding cells
offloaded to either HPC facilities or container-based Cloud environments. The Jw codebase is publicly available under the LGPLv3
license.
The theoretical speedup reachable executing a Jw Notebook
depends on the makespan, i.e., the longest path of cells exhibiting
a chain of data dependencies (see Sec. 3.3). The actual speedup
of any specific execution also depends on the number of available processing elements, the scheduling strategy adopted for
independent steps, and in the case of heterogeneous ones, also
from the mapping of steps onto different executors. The problem
of deriving an optimal scheduling/mapping for a Jw workflow
can be reduced to a task graph execution problem, that is NPcomplete in the most general case, but also extensively studied,
and efficiently approximable [77]. StreamFlow does not implement predictive models to infer the duration of each task and,
for this, adopts a version of first-come-first-served scheduling
that considers the deployment declared in the cells. Notice that
the Jw Scatter/Gather operators (and the related rewriting rules)
introduce independent steps in the workflow, enhancing the ratio
between the total number of steps and the number of steps in the
longest path that eventually models the speedup. As common in
parallel computing, the strong scalability (i.e., the speedup) and
weak scalability are bound by the Amhdal’s and Gustafson’s laws,
respectively [78].

Future works. In the short term, we aim to apply the proposed
methodology to other kernels, such as Julia and R. Also, we aim
to extend the DependencyResolver to help the programmer in
detecting critical data movements and to provide the users with
explicit collective communications alternatives (such as Scatter/Gather and Reduce), which can be separately optimized. On
the same ground, we will develop optimized dispatch/scheduling
policies aiming to minimize the data movements. Plus, we are
already testing a novel Cloud service (called Jupyter-as-a-Service)
based on the Jw and JupyterHub as a modern frontend of an
HPC-accelerated Cloud system for AI applications.
In the longer term, we aim at contributing to the ecosystems
of tools addressing the vision of modular extreme-scale systems,
where HPC and Cloud might play the role of modules in a broader
computing continuum: an HPC cluster can play the role of an
accelerator for an interactive data analysis pipeline running on
the Cloud. This modular vision fosters co-design and early access
to novel high-performance architectures, which are expected to
be specialized and exotic (e.g., Quantum and Neuromorphic).
Jupyter-workflow’s clear separation of data flow and deployments makes it possible to support testing and integration of new
modules into existing pipelines. This approach allows confining
co-design effort within specific workflow steps, enabling separated optimization and testing of alternative implementations
of the same step. As an example, we are currently designing a
‘‘quantum proxy’’ for Jw targeting different quantum machines
available via Cloud services (D-wave and Pasqal).
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